ABSTRACT

The study sets to catagraphy the “violence” phenomenon in actual human society. The diversity of violence types, the education segments, the age segments who aggress and who are aggressed, get more and more extended. The social context is crucial for both the performance and understanding of violence. The term ‘senseless violence’ is often heard in cases where a serious violent incident was apparently unprovoked or has emerged from “insignificant” insults or altercation. The notion of “senseless” violence is, by implication, contrasted to some other ‘reasonable’ kind, or perhaps suggests that what we find repugnant needs to be placed beyond the bound of sense. Most people probably have a wordless conception of what is a reasonable response to offence or provocation, for example, a fatal shooting following an altercation over a parking place appears inexplicable and senseless. Still many acts of extreme violence occur in response to apparently minor incidents and violence nearly always has “sense”, that is, social meaning, to both perpetrators and victims. The targets of violence are rarely chosen randomly and the victims and perpetrators are frequently already known to each other. In some cases the attribution “senseless” refers to an assumed mental illness or other pathology that might account for otherwise incomprehensible behavior. Human society registered besides direct violence: war, murder, rape, assault, verbal attacks, that is the kind that we physically perceive, another two invisible forms and can’t be eliminated without eliminating them, cultural violence and structural violence. Direct violence has its roots in cultural and structural violence; then it feeds back and strengthens them. All three forms interact as a triad. Direct violence reinforces structural and cultural violence. We are trapped in a vicious cycle that is now threatening to destroy life on earth.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The World Health Organization defines violence as "the intentional use of physical force or power, threatened or actual, against oneself, another person, or against a group or community, which either results in or has a high likelihood of resulting in injury, death, psychological harm, maldevelopment, or deprivation", but acknowledges that the inclusion of the "the use of power" in its definition expands on the conventional meaning of the word (Krug et al., 2002). Making some statistics, globally, violence takes the lives of more than 1.6 million people annually. Just over 50% due to suicide, some 35% due to homicide, and just over 12% as a direct result of war or some other form of conflict. Statistics show that gunfire kills ten
children a day in the United States. Corlin, past president of the American Medical Association said: “The United States leads the world - in the rate at which its children die from firearms”. He concluded, “Gun violence is a threat to the public health of our country”. For each single death due to violence, there are dozens of hospitalizations, hundreds of emergency department visits, and thousands of doctors’ appointments. Furthermore, violence often has lifelong consequences for victims' physical and mental health and social functioning and can slow economic and social development.

2. VIOLENCE CAUSE

There is a huge concern about violence in the world today. What causes violence? Why do some children hit or bite? And how do sweet little babies turn into gun-carrying gang members, murderers, and terrorists?

Basically, there are two conditions that produce violent tendencies in human beings. One condition is that the person has been hurt. A child who is spanked, hit, beaten, or threatened with violence will have a tendency to become violent himself. Sexual abuse and emotional neglect, the accumulation of minor hurts (stress), the anxieties, disappointments, and frustrations of childhood lead to a violent behavior as well. The second basic condition is less well understood. The person has not been allowed to release the emotions resulting from the hurts. The unresolved and unexpressed feelings about what he has experienced are reasons of violence behavior. Being the victim of violence and other distressing experiences breeds violence in the child only when the emotions are blocked and repressed. When this situation occurs, violence toward self or others is almost an inevitable outcome. Violence is a distorted expression of the person's rage or terror in an environment, an emotional discharge, a psychological breakdown where it is not safe to reveal or release strong feelings. Adding to these conditions is the fact that violence is tolerated and glorified in most industrialized countries, and is culturally linked to appropriate male behavior. Children are exposed to violent male sports, and to television programs, films, and electronic games with mostly violent male protagonists. Little boys are given toy soldiers, guns, and other war paraphernalia with which to play. Story books and school text books often glorify war, a predominantly masculine activity, and describe great male conquerors as heroes. Many parents are pleased when their sons fight back in self-defense with playground bullies, and adults worry about boys who refuse to fight. All of these, combined with the fact that boys are expected to be tough and not cry, it is not surprising that men commit more violent crimes than women.

3. PSYCHOLOGICAL EXPLANATION OF VIOLENCE

Sigmund Freud (1915) pointed out that civilization is only made possible by individual renuncements, including the renouncement of violence. Violent individuals, nonetheless, often experience no guilt about a violent act nor do they empathies with their victim. The psychoanalytic comprehension of both the roots of violence and the ways in which people connect with one another is a critical factor in understanding the violent behavior and furnish a solution to this nationwide problem. Sigmund Freud also stated that humans instinctually are aggressive and seek egoistic self-satisfaction. Our culture, however, has been designed to put prohibitions and curbs upon our human tendencies toward unchecked aggression and egoistic self-satisfaction. From these prohibitions and curbs come a sense of guilt-conscious and
unconscious—that has become the hallmark of civilized humanity. The major work in which he analyzed the problem of violence was *Civilization and its Discontents* (1930) in which he discussed the irremediable antagonism between the demands of instinct and the restrictions of civilization. In *Thoughts on War and Death* (1915), written at the beginning of the horrors of World War I, he wrote about the general, including his own, disillusionment brought about by countries acting immorally and by individuals acting brutally.

Psychoanalysis shows that human nature is composed of primitive impulses, including selfish and cruel impulses. The primitive impulses undergo a lengthy process of modification during one’s development, they are inhibited, redirected to different aims. Civilization is attained through renouncing or controlling these impulses. Similarly, civilized societies expect and demand that newcomers to their society also control these impulses and to be able to relate to one another. In social interactions, it is natural that people have mixed feelings toward people they must interact with, and which results in a conflict between love and aggression. Some people have a great deal of guilt (even an unconscious sense of guilt) and may unconsciously direct great harm towards himself. This leads to a great deal of self-punishment. Since this can be a common problem, many people falsely think that the solution to life’s problems is to eliminate guilt and to lead “guilt-free” lives. However, it is impossible and unwise to totally eliminate guilt. Human life in a community is only possible as a result of people coming together and agreeing that no one individual can exert power over another and where individuals agree to restrict their own personal inner wishes in favor of the communal needs. In other words, people have to develop the two Freudian tenets of human nature and society: guilt and empathy for fellow humans. One of the major problems for humanity is reaching a balance between the desires of one individual and the claims of the social group. Debate continues on whether this problem can be resolved or whether it is irreconcilable.

4. DESCRIPTION AND CLASSIFICATION OF VIOLENCE

4.1. Physical Violence

Physical violence occurs when someone uses a part of their body or an object to control a person’s actions. Physical violence includes, but is not limited to:

**Using physical force** which results in pain, discomfort or injury; Hitting, pinching, hair-pulling, arm-twisting, strangling, burning, stabbing, punching, pushing, slapping, beating, shoving, kicking, choking, biting, force-feeding, or any other rough treatment; Assault with a weapon or other object; Threats with a weapon or object; Deliberate exposure to severe weather or inappropriate room temperatures; murder.

**Medication abuse:** Inappropriate use of medication, including: withholding medication; complying with prescription instructions; over or under-medication.

**Restraints abuse:** forcible confinement; excessive, unwarranted or unnecessary use of physical restraints; forcing a person to remain in bed; unwarranted use of medication to control a person (also called “chemical restraint”); tying the person to a bed or chair.

4.2. Sexual Violence

Sexual violence occurs when a person is forced to unwillingly take part in sexual activity. Sexual violence includes, but is not limited to: touching in a sexual manner without consent (i.e., kissing, grabbing, fondling); forced sexual intercourse; forcing a person to perform sexual acts that may be degrading or painful; beating sexual parts of the body; forcing a person to view pornographic material; forcing participation in pornographic filming; using a weapon to
force compliance; exhibitionism; making unwelcome sexual comments or jokes; leering behavior; withholding sexual affection; denial of a person’s sexuality or privacy (watching); denial of sexual information and education; humiliating, criticizing or trying to control a person’s sexuality; forced prostitution; unfounded allegations of promiscuity and/or infidelity; purposefully exposing the person to HIV-AIDS or other sexually transmitted infections.

4. 3. Emotional Violence

Emotional violence occurs when someone says or does something to make a person feel stupid or worthless. Emotional violence includes, but is not limited to: name calling; blaming all relationship problems on the person; using silent treatment; not allowing the person to have contact with family and friends; destroying possessions; jealousy; humiliating or making fun of the person; intimidating the person; causing fear to gain control; threatening to hurt oneself if the person does not cooperate; threatening to abandon the person; threatening to have the person deported (if they are an immigrant).

4. 4. Psychological Violence

Psychological violence occurs when someone uses threats and causes fear in an individual to gain control. Psychological violence includes, but is not limited to: threatening to harm the person or her or his family if she or he leaves; threatening to harm oneself; threats of violence; threats of abandonment; stalking / criminal harassment; destruction of personal property; verbal aggression; socially isolating the person; not allowing access to a telephone; not allowing a competent person to make decisions; inappropriately controlling the person’s activities; treating a person like a child or a servant; withholding companionship or affection; use of undue pressure to: sign legal documents; not seek legal assistance or advice; move out of the home; make or change a legal will or beneficiary; make or change an advance health care directive; give money or other possessions to relatives or other caregivers; do things the person doesn’t want to do.

4. 5. Spiritual Violence

Spiritual (or religious) violence occurs when someone uses an individual’s spiritual beliefs to manipulate, dominate or control that person. Spiritual violence includes, but is not limited to: not allowing the person to follow her or his preferred spiritual or religious tradition; forcing a spiritual or religious path or practice on another person; minimizing or making fun of a person’s spiritual or religious tradition, beliefs or practices; using one’s spiritual or religious position, rituals or practices to manipulate, dominate or control a person.

4. 6. Cultural Violence

Cultural violence occurs when an individual is harmed as a result of practices that are part of her or his culture, religion or tradition. Cultural violence includes, but is not limited to: committing “honor” or other crimes against women in some parts of the world, where women especially may be physically harmed, shunned, maimed or killed for: falling in love with the “wrong” person; seeking divorce; infidelity; committing adultery; being raped; practicing witchcraft; being older. Cultural violence may take place in some of the following ways: lynching or stoning; banishment; abandonment of an older person at hospital by family; female circumcision; rape-marriage; sexual slavery; murder.
4. 7. Verbal Abuse

Verbal abuse occurs when someone uses language, whether spoken or written, to cause harm to an individual. Verbal abuse includes, but is not limited to: Recalling a person’s past mistakes; expressing negative expectations; expressing distrust; threatening violence against a person or her or his family members; yelling; lying; name-calling; insulting, swearing; withholding important information; unreasonably ordering around; talking unkindly about death to a person; telling a person she or he is worthless or nothing but trouble.

4. 8. Financial Abuse

Financial abuse occurs when someone controls an individual’s financial resources without the person’s consent or misuses those resources. Financial abuse includes, but is not limited to: not allowing the person to participate in educational programs; forcing the person to work outside the home; refusing to let the person work outside the home or attend school; controlling the person’s choice of occupation; illegally or improperly using a person’s money, assets or property; acts of fraud; pulling off a scam against a person; taking funds from the person without permission for one’s own use; misusing funds through lies, trickery, controlling or withholding money; not allowing access to bank accounts, savings, or other income; giving an allowance and then requiring justification for all money spent; persuading the person to buy a product or give away money; selling the house, furnishings or other possessions without permission; forging a signature on pension cheques or legal documents; misusing a power of attorney, an enduring power of attorney or legal guardianship; not paying bills; opening mail without permission; living in a person’s home without paying fairly for expenses; destroying personal property.

4. 9. Neglect

Neglect occurs when someone has the responsibility to provide care or assistance for an individual but does not. Neglect includes, but is not limited to, the following: failing to meet the needs of a person who is unable to meet those needs alone; abandonment in a public setting; not remaining with a person who needs help.

Physical neglect: Disregarding necessities of daily living, including failing to provide adequate or necessary: nutrition or fluids; shelter; clean clothes and linens; social companionship; failing to turn a bed-ridden person frequently to prevent stiffness and bedsores.

Medical neglect: ignoring special dietary requirements; not providing needed medications; not calling a physician; not reporting or taking action on a medical condition, injury or problem; not being aware of the possible negative effects of medications.

Johan Galtung (1990) introduced in his article “Violence, Peace, and Peace Research” the term “structural violence”. This type of violence refers to social structure or social institution that can harm people by preventing them from meeting of their needs. Galtung asserts that structural violence is an "avoidable impairment of fundamental human needs". As it is avoidable, structural violence is a high cause of premature death and unnecessary disability. Structural violence affects people differently in various social structures, it is very closely linked to social injustice. In above classification are presented some of these allusions.
5. TRIANGLE OF VIOLENCE

“Cultural violence means those aspects of culture, the symbolic sphere of our existence exemplified by religion and ideology, language and art, empirical science and formal science (logic, mathematics) that can be used to justify or legitimize direct or structural violence. Cultural violence makes direct and structural violence look even feel right or at least not wrong” asserts Johan Galtung (1990). As in political science where are two important issues: the use of power and the legitimation of the use of power, also, violence studies are about two issues: the use of violence and the legitimation of that use. The psychological mechanism would be internalization. Through the cultural violence is emphasized the way in which the act of direct violence and the fact of structural violence are legitimized and thus rendered acceptable in society. “One way cultural violence works is by changing the moral color of an act from red/wrong to green/right or at least to yellow/acceptable; an example being “murder on behalf of the country as right, on behalf of oneself wrong”. Another way is by making reality opaque, so that we do not see the violent act or fact, or at least not as violent. Obviously this is more easily done with some forms of violence than with others; an example being abortus provocatus” shows Galtung.

Analyzing the human violence needs, more generally to life, there are four classes of basic needs: survival needs (negation: death, mortality); well-being needs (negation: misery, morbidity); identity, merrning needs (negation: alienation); and freedom needs (negation: repression) (Galtung, 1980).

Violence is defined by the types described above, as direct violence, structural violence and cultural violence as super-type of violence put in each corner of a triangle (vicious), violence triangle as an image. When the triangle is stood on its 'direct' and 'structural violence' feet, the image invoked is cultural violence as the legitimizer of both. If the triangle is standing on its “direct violence” the head yields the image of structural and cultural sources of direct violence.

Direct violence is an event; structural violence is a process with ups and downs; cultural violence is an invariant, a “permanence” (Galtung, 1980), remaining essentially the same for long periods, given the slow transformations of basic culture.

6. PREVENTION

Poverty, lack of education, economic inequalities, economic subordination of states, economic underdevelopment, the aggressiveness of the media industry, propensity for violence, alcoholism are just some of the reasons that would be eliminated. Changing the underlying conditions that contribute to violence—in homes, schools, and neighborhoods prevents violence from occurring in the first place. Shifting the paradigm away from a single-program focus to a broader national, state, and city strategy, engaging leaders from multiple sectors and cultivates a systems approach to developing effective prevention initiatives that precede the need for criminal justice intervention.

To prevent violence, we must, first, stop perpetrating violence on children. This means no spanking or hitting. We also need to protect children from violent scenes on television or videos. We must change the messages about violence that we give to boys, and expect the same standards of nonviolent behavior from boys that we expect from girls. Furthermore, both boys and girls must be allowed to cry and rage. Otherwise, they harbor unresolved anger, resentments, frustrations, and fears that they may act out as violence toward others or
themselves. Crying can be very effective in dissipating aggressive energy. Much of the emotional pain of childhood is an inevitable part of growing and learning. Children get hurt and experience stress even with the most caring parents and teachers. It is therefore vitally important to allow the natural healing mechanisms of crying and raging. It is important that people identify with one another and develop relationships with one another that are not just lustful. This is the essence and the personal source of the commandment, love one's neighbor as oneself.

7. VIOLENCE AND COMMUNICATION

The media discourse has two vulnerabilities when is persuading. “The speech is subject to persuasion on its both constituents: language and reasoning. First of all, language has semantic ambiguities, morphological twisting and syntactic splits which are used in order to mislead the audience” shows Ştefan Vlăduţescu (Vlăduţescu, 2014). Secondly, reasoning (or ideology) has emphasized which allow sophisms, fallacies and natural arguments to interpose. The journalism is more vulnerable as more insinuation gateways for persuasion are offered in speech tools. The persuasive journalism is noxious, and noxious journalism is negative. By its harmfulness, by overbidding its own speech, journalism its own speech, journalism "may become a threat even to the structural constituents of the democratic order" (Vlăduţescu, 2014), a structural violence. In crisis and austerity times, the negative journalism affects the social system constituents. The system may collapse if the democratic structures are not fortified and if they do not have enough experience or the ability to face the destructive pressures. Negativism, as harmfulness, may be a source of disarray, of instability and of social anarchy. The main resort of the negativism is the financial concern, which inducts the journalistic means of the persuasion and pulls up its energies.

Reflection becomes reflex and reasoning becomes aberration because of the affluence of negative messages. Negativity makes the individual to feel confusion, derived from the indecision of his opinions, beliefs, attitudes and values. The negative journalism reveals them through persuasion deliberately. Processed in a misleading, whispering, intoxicating way, deeds, real, true facts, opinions and values are cunningly modified. Negative journalism seems to marginalize authenticity: the means and methods are the same, but reality distorted or its noxious parts are excessively emphasized. The audience cannot reject the form of address, but they can observe the journalistic communication articulacy. Except persuasion vulnerabilities, the audience is also unable to react to resurrection persuasion procedures (Vlăduţescu, 2014). Basically, in austerity times, negative journalism works hand in glove with two operations: confusing the audience, its attitude and behavior and exciting it, by a financial concern leading to least one of violence types, structural, cultural or direct violence.

There are four general victims: the society, the man in public, the responsible citizen, the informed man (Vlăduţescu, 2006). People are becoming increasingly concerned about the problems of violence at all levels of society. They are concerned about issues ranging from child abuse and family violence; to injustice, discrimination, inequality and the treatment of asylum seekers; to concerns about terrorism, weapons of mass destruction and war. Never before has there been such potential for violence, yet such prospects for peace and justice. Improving people's daily living conditions, and contributing to the creation of a peaceful and just world depends on our ability to understand the issues, recognize and manage our feelings, confront our prejudices, and develop new and creative solutions (Mingolarra, Arocena, Sabaris,
Communication is important in helping us address issues for a number of reasons. Some of action to this direction can be:

- By talking to each other we can recognise and acknowledge the very real, appropriate and adaptive concerns that we have about violence and injustice. Only when these concerns become a daily reality in our minds will we be motivated to take action.

- Our usual and understandable reaction to horrific ideas is to avoid them, although we cannot afford to react in this way. Communicating about our fears can enable us to understand how and why we have avoided facing them, and how we can change this response.

- Communication can also serve as an important action against direct and indirect violence. If we can find others who share our views, we can exert considerable influence through a collective effort and ensure that our representatives understand how important the issue is to us. There are many examples of the weight of public opinion directly influencing government policies (e.g. moratorium marches leading to the end of the Vietnam War; forest protests leading to a reversal in the decision to dam the Franklin River). At other times, action may have brought the government intervention (e.g. granting visas to certain asylum seekers through special dispensation), or at least put the government on notice and raised the issue as one of great importance (e.g. sorry marches, peace rallies protesting a non-UN sanctioned war in Iraq). Even individual letters from members of the community to their government representative can bring a response, government intervention, a question being raised in the House, or even an internal inquiry into the matter. Non-Governamental Organisations have also an important role in this direction.

- Communicating with others is an important way to gain support and keep your motivation and enthusiasm alive. It also prevents from becoming disillusioned, burnt out, overwhelmed, or succumbing to feelings of helplessness and hopelessness.

- Maintaining discussions at any level is important in recognising shared humanity. It is not always easy to start conversations on difficult topics maintaining an assertive tone. This tip sheet offers suggestions about how to talk to a range of people about these challenging and controversial subjects.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Violence can start at any corner in the direct, structural, cultural violence triangle and is easily transmitted to the other corners. With the violent structure institutionalized and the violent culture internalized, direct violence also tends to become institutionalized, repetitive, ritualistic, like a vendetta. This triangular syndrome of violence should then be contrasted in the mind with a triangular syndrome of peace in which cultural peace engenders structural peace, with symbiotic, equitable relations among diverse partners, and direct peace with acts of cooperation, friendliness and love. It could be a virtuous rather than vicious triangle, also self-reinforcing. This virtuous triangle that we expect would be obtained by working on all of three corners at the same time, not assuming that basic change in one will automatically lead to changes in the other two.
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